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Normal operators in finite-dimen-sional Hilbert spaces 
There are many problems in analysis which can be reduced to 
questions about normal operators in Hilbert spaceso It is therefore 
very important to get a thorough understanding of the structure of 
these operators. The essential features are the same in both the 
finite and the infinite-dimensional case. Unfortunately this fact 
is often obscured by treating these cases differentlyo In the 
finite-dimensional case geometrical ideas are dominant, operators 
are replaced by their matrices 9 determinants are used heavily and 
the main goal is to transform the given matrix into a diagonal matrix. 
In the general case matrices are almost useless, determinants do not 
exist and representations in diagonal form make no sense. 
2 
This does not mean that nothing can be said in this casei it only 
means that these methods and notions are not the proper ones to 
treat this problemo 
The real meaning of the fact that a normal matrix can be trans= 
formed into diagonal form by unitary matrices is that the corresponding 
linear operator can be represented as a multiplication operator on some 
function space isomorphic to the given Hilbert spaceo In this formulation 
the theorem remains true for infinite-dimensional spacesa 
I shall try to give you some idea of how for finite dimensions 
this theorem may be proved without using determinants$ etca, and what 
modifications are to be expected in the infinite-dimensional caseo 
In order to stress the main ideas I shall restrict myself to typical 
special cases and make no attempt to give proofs of well-known factso 
Let us begin with some definitions! 
Let Ck denote the set of all k-tuples x = (~ 0 i ~,~ 000 9 ~k_1 ) of 
complex numbers~ .• Define addition and multiplication with complex 
1 
numbers in the usual way~ x + y = (~ 0 + n0 ~ 0° 0 , E;k_1 + nk_ 1 )$ 
ax= (aF,; 0 , ooo~ a~k_ 1 ). 
This set is called (k=dimensional) Hilbert space if to every pair of 
elements xty is associated a complex number (x,y) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(x,x) ~ 0 5 (xtx) = 0 if and only if x = Oc 
(x,y) = ly9XJ 
(cxx~y) = a(x,y) 
(x1+x2 ,y) = (x1 iy) + (x2 jy) 
The number (x,y) is called the inner product of x and Ye 
Different inner products define different Hilbert spaceso There 
really exist different inner products, e.go for every choice of 
re~l numbers 
k-1 
(x,y) = I 
i=O 
µ. > 0 
1 
~- n. µ. 
1 1 J. 
satisfies all requirementso 
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Let Hk be the Hilbert space formed by the set ck together with the 
inner product (x®y) = , 0 ¾ + o o c + 'k-l nk_1 o 
Denote by I lxl I = yfx,x) the norm of Xo Then we haveg 
I lxl I ~ oi) I lxl j = 0 if and only if x = Oo 
flax! I = la! I lxl I 
I lx+yl I ~ I !xi I + I IYI I (triangle inequality)o 
I (X0YH ~ I lxl I I IYI I (Cauchy-Schwarz lnequality)o 
A l,inear operator A on Hk ls a mapping A of~ into itself satisfying 
A(x1+x2 ) = Ax1 + Ax2 
A(ax) = aAx 
--\' k 
for every x E-H o 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between linear operators A and 
complex k x k - matrices A= (a.,) given by 
1J 
k-1 k-1 k-1 
~('o• ,,j ooq 'k-1) = ( .I ao. ,., .l a,.~-- 0001) l 8k 1. ,.)o 
J=O J J J=O J J j=O - ,J J 
For any pair of linear operators A9B in ~ we define A + B, aA 9 AB 
by (A+B)x = Ax + Bx 9 (aA)x = aAx 11 (AB)x = A(Bx) for all x E-Hko 
Let O be the null operator ( Ox = 0) and E the identity (Ex = x for 
all x) o 
* The operator A corresponding to the matrix {a .. ) is called the J1 
adjoint of Ao It is uniquely determined by the equation (Ax,y) = 
= (x.t y) for all x,ye.~ and has the following properties~ 
'"""' . * * * * - * * ·* * A = A, (A-1:B) = A + B , { aA) = a A • (AB) = B A o 
F~r every operator A a norm I IA 11 may be defined by I IA 11 = 
It has the following properties~ 
l'IAI I ! 0 9 I IA I I = 0 if and only if A = Oo 
I •I aA I I = I a I I IA II 
IIA+BII ~ I IAII + IIBI I 
IIABII ~ !IA.II IIBII 
l'IA *11 = IIAI I 
1.-IA* Al I = I IA*l I I IAI I 
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We can now define the class of operators which we are interested ing 
* * An operator A is called normal if AA = A Ao 
The importance of this concept depends on two facts: 
1) Normal operators are easy to treato 
2) Most operators which arise in applications have this propertyo 
To get familiar with normal operators consider some special casesg 
* An operator A is called 2elf-adjoint if A = Ao 
This implies that the corresponding matrix satisfies (a, , ) = (a, , ) a 
l.J J l. 
Every norI11Lal o:g_erator A has a unique representation of the fo:rm 
* * A= A1 + iA2 , A1 = A1 , A2 = A2 ~ where 
Normal operators show thus remarkable analogies to compleoc numbers, 
where self'=adjoint operators correspond to real numberso This 
analogy can be extendedo Corresponding to complex numbers of 
absolute value one we define unitary operators to be those 
# # 
satisfying U U = U U = Eo 
The unitary bperators have the following geometric meaning~ They are 
just those operators which preserve the whole structure of Hk ~ io e o 
they are characterized as linear operators leaving the inner product 
invariantg 
(Ux~ Uy} =, (x, y) for all x,yE;Hko For every unitary U the inverse 
=1 0 -1 * U exists and satisfies U = U o 
In analogy to the representation z = rei(j> of complex numbers every 
normal opeirator A has a representation in the form A = RU = UR with 
unitary U and self-adjoint Ro This is an easy corollary of more 
general theorems given latero 
The structure theory of normal operators begins with the observation 
that the umderlying Hilbert space may be decomposed into the orthogonal 
sum of "cyclic'' subspaceso We donut carry out this decomposition here~ 
. , k , d 11 1 . 11 but assumei from the beginning -~hat the space H 1s alrea y eye J.C 
with respeict to the given normal operator Ao This means that there 
exists an element x0€ Hk ~ 11x0 11 = 1 i such that every other x E Hk has 
the form x = p(A)x0 for some polynomial p{A) = c0E + c,A + ooo cnAn 
of Ao 
If P(A) denotes the set of all polynomials in A then our fundamental 
assumption may be expressed as Hk = P(A)x0 c 
The first consequence of this assumption is that the correspondence 
p{A) + p(A)ix0 is one-to=one~ or with other words that p0(A)x0 = O 
implies p 0 (A) = 0~ Leo p 0 (A)x = 0 for all xEHko But this follows 
immediately from the fact that x = p(A)x0 for some p(A) and 
therefore p0 (A)x = p0 (A) p(A)x0 = p(A) p0 (A)x0 = Oo 
This implie:s that p 1 (A)$ o o a~ p1 (A)€. P(A) are linearly independent 
if and only if p 1(A)x0 ~ oooll r1 (A)x0 are linearly independent in Hko 
(A) o o o k=1 Therefore P is also k=dimensionalo The elements E$ A$ ooos A 
are linearly independent and are therefore a base of P(A) a For 
otherwise eivery polynomial would be expressible as a linear 
combination of Ei Ai o" a i. A1 wd.th l ~ k-2 and P(A) would not be 
k=dimensionalo This fact may also be stated in the following fonng 
There exist complex numbers ci 'f O such that TI 0 (A) = c 0E + cl + a o o + 
k 
+ A = Oo 
For every polynomial p(A) of degree less thank we have p(A) 'f Oo 
We consider now the corresponding polynomial 'lf0 (>..) = c 0 + c 1 >.. + ooc + 
k=1 Ak o (>..) + ck=l>.. + o The equation n0 = 0 has exactly k rootsj) say 
A0 ;) o o o ~ Ak:= 1 c 
( ) ,k=1 k ) We have then ,rO .X = c0 + c 11 A + ooo + ck=l"- + A = (>.. = 11 0 ooo 
( A = A ) o This equation means that the coefficients c O are k=1 l 
expressible: in terms of the ,, o ' 1 s and remains true if one replaces 
,] 
A by Ao Therefore we have 
This equation contains the whole structure of the operator Ac 
Consider now the polynomials q" (A) = TI (A = A oE) o 
1 j1i J 
Then 
(A = Ao E)qo (A) = TI 0(A) = 0 and qi (A) i: 0 because this is a J. l. 
polynomial of degree k=1o 
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Using this: result and the equality 11 BB*I I = 11 Bl 12 holding for all 
operators B we get (A*= r:'E)q.(A) = 0~ because 
- 2 1#1. = = 11 (A- - r:·E)q. (A) 11 = 11 c (A - r7E)q. (A)> ( (A- - A,E)q. (A) )-1 I = 
1 l. 1 l 1 1 
= 11 ( A* - !':'" E ) ( q . (A) )* 0 ( ( A = A • E ) q O (A) ) I I = 0 0 
l 1 l 1 
We have therefore A g_. (A) = A. q. (A) and A,f;!? g_. (A) = !7 q. (A) o 
1 1 1 ' 1 l. l 
Through successive applications of these equations we get 
p(A) q. (A) = p(A.) g_. (A) 
l 1 1 
and (p(A)tq.(A) = p{A,) q.(A) 
J. 1 1 
for arbitrary polynomials p(A), 
In particular we have 
2 * I I qi (A) I I = 11 ( g_i (A) ) g_i (A) I I = 11 g_i (A~ qi (A) I I = 
= I g_. ( .>.. . ) I I I g_. (A) I I or I I g_ • (A) II = I q • ( L ) I 0 J. J. J. J. . l. 1 
This implies g_.(.>...) # 0 because g_.(A) '# Oo 
l l l. 
This in turn means that A.# A. for i # Jo 
1 J 
We may therefore consider the polynomials p.{A) 
l. 
Let us now summarize the results obtained so fari 
Theorem 1; 
Every p(A) t P(A) has a unique representation in the form 
(1) p(A) = p(.>..0 ) p0(A) + coc + p(Ak_1 ) pk_ 1(A)a 
P(A) contains with every p(A) the adjoint (p(A) t\ which 
is given by 
(1ij) (p(A)t = p(>-o) Po(A) + vCC + p(>.k_'J) pk-1(A)o 
Proof~ We have p.(A) p.(A) = p.(L) p.(A) = O!J i # Jo 
l J 1 J J 
(p. (A) ) 2 = p. (>.. ·) P· (A) = P· (A) 
J. 1 1 l 1 
(p.(A))* = p.(L) p.(A) = p.(>,.) p.(A) = p.{A) 
1.· 1 J. 1. l. J. l 1 
p 0 (A), 000, pk_ 1(A) are therefore linearly independent 
f9rm a base of P(A)o 
If p(A) =' c. p.(A) 9 then p(A) p.(A) = c. p.(A);i Leo l l. l 1 1 1 
p ( L ) p . (A) = C • p . (A) or C • = p ( A ' )c 
l 1' 1 1 1 l. 
and 
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We introduce now the following notations~ let o(A) denote the subset 
of the complex plane consisting of the elements { >. 0 ~ }, 1 , o o o, Ak_ 1} o 
Let C(o(A)) be the set of all complex functions f on a(A)o Every f on 
o(A) is of course uniquely determined by the values f()..)o For every 
. J. 
f we define: a norm by 
I lfl 100 = sup lt(z)I = max lf()..i)lo 
ze: a(A) i 
Then the following theorem holds~ 
Theorem 2~ 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
Proof~ 
The mapping V of P(A} into C(o(A)) defined by Vp(A) = p(z) 
is a one=to-one mapping of P(A) onto C(a(A)) with the 
following properties; 
V(P(A) + q(A)} = Vp(A) + Vq(A) 
V(ap(A)) = aVp(A) 
V(P(A) q(A)) = Vp(A) 0 Vq(A) 
V( (a(A) t') = V(P(AJ1 
IIV(p{A))IIQC! = IIP~A)jjo 
It follows immediately from the definition of V that it is 
one=to-one and satisfies 1 ) - l~) o 
Every feC(a(A)) is the image of some p(A), eogo 
p(A) = f(>-o)po(A) + QCQ + f(/\k-1)pk-1(A) fulfills Vp(A} = fo 
It remains to show that I lp(A)I I = I lp(z)! I = sup IP(x,)I o 
00 • J. 
. J. From 
lp()...)j = llp(L) p.(A)II = llp(A) p.(A)II ~ llp(A)II IIP.;(A)II J. 1 J. 1 • 
= 11 p(A) 11 
we see at once sup Ip(>-.)!~ I lp(A)I Io 
• J. 
1 
To show the reverse inequality remark first that 
II p (A) 11 = I I IP(), i) pi (A) 11 ~ I I p (). i) I 11 pi (A) 11 !. 
< sup I p ( A o ) I O I 11 p. (A) 11 = k O sup Ip ( A • ) I o 
- . 1 . 1 ° 1 
1 1 Therefore 
I Ip (A) I I 2 = ! Ip (A) ( p (A) )* l I .:;. k O sup Ip ( >< i) I 2 and more 
i general 
! lp(A)! 12n ~ k s1;1p !P(Ai)l2n" 
1 
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This implies I lp(A)I I ~ ~ 0 s1;p lp(Ai)I, n = 1j) 2, 3, oo, 
l. 
In the limit for n ➔ =we have therefore 
I jp(A)I I ~ sup IP(A. )I u 
. l. 
l 
From theorem 2 we can conclude the following facts: 
1) T'he set o(A) is the spectrum of A~ Leo the set of all 
complex numbersµ such that (A - µE)- 1 does not existo 
(A - '.E)-1 cannot exi"st b · 
- A ecause otherwise we would have 
1 1 1 q.(A) =(A= A.E)- (A - A.E) q.(A) = (A - xJ..E)- no(A) = 0~ 
l. 1 J. l. 
a. contradictiono 
Ifµ# X. then the function f(z) = z - µ has an inverse on 
1 1 1 1 
o(A), namely rtzT = z _ µ and therefore (A - µE)-
exists in P(A) o 
2) A is selfadjoint if and only if o(A) J.s a subset of the real 
lineo 
Proof: 
* A=A ~z=z on o(A) ~ A. =A. 
l. l. 
3) A is unitary if and only if o (A) is a subset of the circle 
I zl = 1o 
Proof: 
* AA =1 ¢::::=> zz=1 on o(A) I A • I = 1 0 
' 1 
4) Every normal operator A has a representation of the form 
A= RU= UR, R selfadjoint and U unitaryo 
Proof: 
The function z on cr(A) may be written in the form 
z = rei$, from which the statement follows using 2) and 3)o 
We are now in the position to construct a Hilbert space isomorphic 
to Hk on which the operator A acts as a multiplication operatoro 
We merely have to define an inner product on C (o(A))a To this end 
define numbers µ1 by µi = (pi(A)x0 ,x0 ) 0 
Then µ o > 0 
l 
and 
k=1 I JJ.=10 
i=O 1 
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This followf; at once from 
* µi = (pi(A)x0 ,x0 ) = ((pi(A)) pi(A)x0 ix0 ) = (pi(A)x0 , pi(A)x0 ) > 0 
and? (pi(A)x0 »x0 ) = ((4 pi(A)x0 "x0 ) = (x0 ,x0 ) = llx0 1! 2 = 1o 
l l 
2 Denote now 1>y L (er (A)) the Hilbert space consisting of the set 
JJ 
C(er (A)) with the usual algebraic operations and the inner product 
Then the following' theorem holds: 
Theorem 3: 
1 ) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Proof: 
~rhe mapping T of Hk into 1 2 (er(A)) defined by T(p(A)x0 )= p(z) 
JJ __ k . 2 
is a one-to-one mapping of Ir- onto L (er (A)) and has the 
JJ 
following properties: 
~~(x 1 +x2 ) = Tx 1 + Tx2 
~r(ax) = a Tx 
(Tx 1 , Tx2 )µ = (x1,x2 ):1 in particular! !Txl Iµ= I Ix! I a 
~r(Ax) = z 0 Txll Leo the operator A corresponds to the 
operator 11multiplication with the function z on er (A) 11 o 
·1 ) and 2) are trivial o 
3) follows from 
(p 1(A)x0 ;J p2 (A)x0 ) = (~ p 1(1i) pi(A)x0 , ~ p2(1j) pj(A)x0 ) = 
l . J 
•=II p 1(1.) p2 (1.) ((p.(A))* p.(A)x0 ~x0 ) = 
. • l J J l 
l J 
:: L P1 (1 . ) p2(L) JJ • = (p1 ,p2) 0 
. l l l µ 
l 
I~) is a consequence of the equation 
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Remark~ It is easy to obtain from theorem 3 the usual formulation 
2 
u1 terms of matrices~ Denote by S the mapping from LJJ ( cr(A)) 
into Hk defined by S(p(z)) = ( \(µ0 p(A 0 ), o o o, vr;::1 p(Ak-l)) 
Then ( p ( z ) , g_ ( z ) ) = {Sp, Sg_) and 
J.l 
Si[zp(z)) = DA O S(p(Z)), where DA denotes the diagonal matrix 
D, = ( d .• ) ~ d. . = >,. • o 
/l 11 11 J. 
SE~t now U = STo Then U is a linear mapping of If into itself 
satisfying (Ux1 1l Ux2 ) = (STx1 1l STx2 ) = (Tx1 i,Tx2 ) = (x1 i,x2 )o 
This means that U is unitary o 
Moreover we have U(Ax) = ST(Ax) = S(z(Tx)) = D STx = D Ux~ 
• =1 A A 
J.oeo UA = DAU or UAU = DAo 
This is usually expressed in words as~ "A can be transformed 
into diagonal form by a unitary transformation" or "A is 
unitary equivalent to a diagonal matrix11 o 
Let us now give some examples to illustrate the theory! 
Consider first the Hilbert space Hk and the operator A defined by 
A(l;;o!l t.:,ID OOOj l;;k-1) = (~k-1i ~o@ ooo, ~k-2)o 
* =1 . . . It is easy to see that A = A , J.oeo A is unitaryo 
Let XO= ('1~ Qi OOOJ o)o Then I lxol I = 1 and every x = (i;;r i;;,, QOQ:Ji ~k-1) 
can be written in the form x = (i;; 0E + ~ ,A + a a a + l;;k_1Ak- )x0 ° 
k- 1 · . d d Ak E Therefore E:, Ai ooo, A are linearly 1ndepen ent an = o 
This implii:!S 1T (A) = Ak = Eo The roots of the equation zk 1 = 0 
0 k-1 
are precisely the k-th roots of unity 1, , o o a» q_ , where 
:2ni 
--k 
Therefore 1rr O (A) 
k-1 
= TI 
i=O 
k=1 This impliies g_0 (A) = E + A + o o o + A 
1 k-1) p0(A) = i (E +A+ a'"+ A • 
and therefore 
-j 1 ( -i Because of pi(A) = p0 (i;; ·a)= k E + I;; A + C '' 0 
-i(k-1) k-1) 
+ I;; A 
we have 
L2 (a{A)) is thus the Hilbert space of all complex functions on the µ 
k-th roots of unity with inner product 
~k-1) = 
At the end ot this talk I shall try to give you some i~pression of the 
corresponding situation in the infinite-dimensional caseo As I already 
have stated it differs only in technical detailsc Again the given 
Hilbert space can be decomposed into the orthogonal sum of "cyclic" 
subspacesi so that it suffices to consider only this caseo But here 
"cyclic" has a somewhat different meaning~ Denote by P¥(A) the set of 
all polynomials in A and. A*, which coincides with P(A) in the finite-
dimensional caseo Then His called "cyclic" if there exists an 
XO~ H, 11 xol I = 1 11 such that p* (A)xo is dense in Ho 
The spect1·um a (A) i ioea the set of complex numbers >.. such that 
(A - >..E)-1 does not exist 1 is always a closed bounded subset of the 
complex plane., 
# 
P (A) is isometrically isomorphic to the set of all polynomials in 
z and z on a(A), This set is dense in the space C{a(A)) of all 
continuous functions on o(A)o On o(A) there exists a probability 
measure µ such that H is isomorphic to L2 {o (A)), the set of all µ 
square=µ-integrable functions on o(A)o 
C(a(A)) is a dense subspace of L2 (o(A))i where the inner product µ 
is defined by (f.g) = J f(z) irzT d µ(zL 
µ o(A) 
The operator A corresponds to the operator "multiplication with z"o 
12 
To make things as clear as possible without going into much detail 
let us consider the following example which can be considered as 
the infinite=dimensional analogue of the one just givena 
Consider the Hilbert space L2(z~ of all twosided infinite sequences 
X = {E,; ) = Loo 
co n 
E.:=2 s E.:= 1 ID E.: 0 ,, E.: 1 o a o) of complex numbers E,;n with 
co 
l I E.: I 2 < 00 and 
_co n 
the inner product (x,y) = 
Let A be the operator defined by A(E,; ) = (~ 1 )a Then A is unitary n n-
and o(A) consists of the set of all complex numbers z with lzl = 1o 
Let XO= (ooo 0~ 05 1ID 0$ o,, aoo)o 
# 
Then P (A}x0 consists of the set of all sequences x = (E,;n) such that 
only finitely many~, are different from zeroo 
# 1 
P (A) is isometrically isomorphic with the set of all functions of 
00 
the form l c zn on 
_co n 
I z J = 1, where c # 0 only for finitely 
n 
many no Writing each z in the form z = e2nit this is just the set 
"" 
of all trigonometric polynomials l en e2rrint on [o ,1] 0 
p 1 
We define an inner product on this set 
It is easy to see that for f(t) = L c 
n 
have ( f ( t ) ;i g ( t ) ) = }: c d o 
n n 
by (f(t), g(t)) = j f(t) g[TT dt, 
2 0 0 2 ° TT1nt (t) \ d 1r1nt e , g = l n e we 
We have therefore a one=to-one correspondence between the set 
p*(A)x0 with the inner product of L2 (z) and 1he set of all trigonometric 
polynomials with the inner product (fllg) = ( f(t) 7im' dt~ which is 
a dense subset of the Hilbert space L 2 ( [o ~ TI 9 of all square=integrable 
functions on [o, iJ o 
This correspondence can be uniquely extended to a one=to-one mapping 
of 12(z) onto 12([otD) having all properties indicated in theorem 3o 
In particular the operator A corresponds to multiplication with the 
0 2'ITit function e a 
The exact analysis of these things forms the subject matter of the 
theory of Fourier serieso 
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